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Abstract
Frame dropping is a type of video manipulation where
consecutive frames are deleted to omit content from the
original video. Automatically detecting dropped frames
across a large archive of videos while maintaining a low
false alarm rate is a challenging task in digital video forensics. We propose a new approach for forensic analysis by
exploiting the local spatio-temporal relationships within a
portion of a video to robustly detect frame removals. In this
paper, we propose to adapt the Convolutional 3D Neural
Network (C3D) for frame drop detection. In order to further suppress the errors due by the network, we produce a
reﬁned video-level conﬁdence score and demonstrate that
it is superior to the raw output scores from the network.
We conduct experiments on two challenging video datasets
containing rapid camera motion and zoom changes. The
experimental results clearly demonstrate the efﬁcacy of the
proposed approach.

1. Introduction
Digital video forgery [6] is referred to as intentional
modiﬁcation of the digital video for fabrication. A common digital video forgery technique is temporal manipulation, which includes frame sequence manipulations such as
dropping, insertion, reordering, and looping. By altering
only the temporal aspect of the video the manipulation is
not detectable by single image forensic techniques.
In this paper, we focus on the problem of video frame
drop detection in a given, possibly manipulated, video without the original video. As illustrated in Figure 1, we deﬁne
a frame drop to be a removal of any number of consecutive
frames from a within a video shot1 . In this paper we consider only videos with a single shot to avoid the confusion
between frame drops and shot breaks. Today, single shot
1 A shot is a consecutive sequence of frames captured between the start
and stop operations of a single video camera.
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Figure 1: The illustration of frame dropping detection challenge. Assuming that there are three consecutive frame sequences (marked in red, green and blue, respectively) in an
original video, the manipulated video is obtained after removing the green frame sequence. Our goal is to identify
the location of the frame drop at the end of the red frame
sequence and the beginning of the blue frame sequence.

videos are prevalent from a variety of sources like mobile
phones, car dashboard cameras, or body worn cameras.
To the best of our knowledge, only a small amount of recent work [8] has explored automatically detecting dropped
frames without a reference video. In digital forgery detection we cannot assume a reference video, unlike related
techniques that detect frame drops for quality assurance.
Wolf [13] proposed a frame-by-frame motion energy cue
deﬁned based on the temporal information difference sequence for ﬁnding dropped/repeated frames, among which
the changes are slight. Unlike Wolf’s work, we detect the
locations where frames are dropped in a manipulated video
without being compared with the original video. Recently,
Thakur et al [7] proposed a SVM-based method to classify
tampered or non-tampered videos. In this paper, we explore
the authentication [2, 12] of the scene or camera to determine if a video has one or more frame drops without a reference or original video. We expect such an authentication
is able to explore underlying spatio-temporal relationships
across the video so that it is robust to digital level attacks
and conveys a consistency indicator across the frame sequences.
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We shall emphasize that we still can use the similar assumption that consecutive frames are consistent with each
other and the consistency will be destroyed if there exists
temporal manipulation. To authenticate a video, two frame
techniques such as color histogram, motion energy [13] and
optical ﬂow [1, 11] have been used. By only using two
frames these techniques cannot generalize to work on both
videos with rapid scene changes (often from fast camera
motion) and videos with subtle scene changes such as static
camera surveillance videos.
In the past few years deep learning algorithms have
made signiﬁcant breakthroughs, especially in the image domain [3]. The features computed by these algorithms have
been used for image matching/classiﬁcation [14, 16]. In
this paper we evaluate approaches using these features for
dropped frame detection using two to three frames. However, these image-based deep features still lack modelling
the motion effectively.
Inspired by Tran et al’s C3D network [9], which is
able to extract powerful spatio-temporal features for action
recognition, we propose a C3D-based network for detecting
frame drops, as illustrated in Figure 2. As we can observed,
there are three aspects distinguish our proposed C3D-based
network from Tran et al’s work. (1) Our task is to check
whether there exist frames dropped between the 8-th and
9-th frames, which makes the center part more informative than the two ends of the 16-frame video clips; (2) the
output of the network has two branches, which correspond
to “frame drop” and “no frame drop” respectively between
the 8-th and 9-th frames; (3) unlike most approaches that
use the output scores from the network as conﬁdence score
directly, we deﬁne conﬁdence score with a peak detection
trick and a scale term based on the output score curves; and
(4) such a network is able not only to predict whether the
video has frame dropping, but also to detect the exact location where the frame dropping occurs.
To summarize, our contributions in this paper are:
• We propose a 3D convolutional network for frame
dropping detection, and the conﬁdence score is deﬁned
with a peak detection trick and a scale term based on
the output score curves. It is able to identify whether
frame dropping exists and even determine the exact location of frame dropping without any information of
the reference/original video.
• For performance comparison, we also compare to
a series of baselines including cue-based algorithms
(Color histogram, motion energy, and optical ﬂow)
and learning-based algorithms (an SVM algorithm and
convolutional neural networks (CNNs) using two or
three frames as input).

the Nimble Challenge 2017 dataset, clearly demonstrate the efﬁcacy of the proposed C3D-based network.

2. Related work
The most related prior work can be roughly split into
two categories: Video Inter-frame Forgery Identiﬁcation
and Shot Boundary Detection.
Video Inter-frame Forgery Identiﬁcation. Video Interframe Forgery involves frame insertion and frame deleting.
Wang et al proposed a SVM method [11] based on the assumption that the optical ﬂows are consistent in an original
video, while in forgeries the consistency will be destroyed.
Chao’s optical ﬂow method [1] provides different detection
schemes for inter-frame forgery based on the observation
that the subtle difference between frame insertion and deletion. Besides optic ﬂow, Wang et al [10] also extracted
the consistency of correlation coefﬁcients of gray values
as distinguishing features to classify original videos and
forgeries. Zheng et al [15] proposed a novel feature called
block-wise brightness variance descriptor (BBVD) for fast
detecting video inter-frame forgery. Different from these
inter-frame forgery identiﬁcation, our proposed C3D-based
network is able to explore the powerful spatio-temporal relationships as the authentication of the scene or camera in a
video for frame dropping detection.
Shot Boundary Detection. There is a large amount of
work to solve shot boundary detection problem [4]. The
task of shot boundary detection [5] is to detect the boundaries to separate multiple shots within a video. The TREC
Video Retrieval Evaluation (TRECVID) is an important
benchmark dataset for automatic short boundary detection
challenge. And different research groups from across the
world have worked to determine the best approaches to shot
boundary detection using a common dataset and common
scoring metrics. Instead of detecting where two shots are
concatenated, we are focused on detecting a frame drop
within a single shot.

3. Algorithms
To clarify, there is little work exploring on frame dropping detection problem without reference or original video.
Therefore, we ﬁrst develop a series of baselines including
cue-based and learning-based methods, and then introduce
our proposed C3D-based CNN.

3.1. Baselines
We implement three different cue-based baseline algorithms from the literature, i.e., (1) color histogram, (2) optical ﬂow [11, 1], (3) motion energy [13] as follows:
• Color histogram. We calculate the histograms on all
R, G and B three channels. Whether there are frames

• The experimental results on both the Yahoo Flickr Creative Commons 100 Million (YFCC100m) dataset and
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Method
Color histogram
Optical ﬂow
Motion energy
SVM
Pairwise Siamese Network
Triplet Siamese Network
Alexnet [3] Network
C3D-based Network

Brief description
RGB 3 channel histograms + L2 distance.
The optic ﬂow [11, 1] with Lucas-Kanade method + L2 distance.
Based on temporal information difference [13] sequence.
770-D feature vector (3x256-D RGB histogram + 2-D optic ﬂow).
Siamese network architecture (2 conv layers + 3 fc layers + contrastive loss).
Siamese network architecture (Alexnet-variant + Euclidean&contrastive loss).
Alexnet-variant network architecture.
C3D-variant network architecture + conﬁdence score.

Learning?
No
No
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Table 1: A list of competing algorithms. The ﬁrst three algorithms are cue-based with out any training work. The rest are
learned-based algorithms including the traditional SVM, the popular CNNs and our proposed method (the last one) in this
paper.

Figure 2: The pipeline of the proposed C3D-based method. At the training stage, the C3D-based network takes 16-frame
video clips extracted from the video dataset as input, and produces two outputs, i.e., “frame drop” (indicated with “+”) or
“no frame drop” (indicated with “-”). At testing stage, we decompose a testing video into a sequence of continuous 16-frame
clips and then ﬁt them into the learned C3D-based network to obtain the output scores. Based on the score curves, we use a
peak detection trick and introduce a scale term to deﬁne the conﬁdence scores to detect/identify whether there exist dropped
frames for per frame clip or per video. The network model is consisted of 66 million parameters with 3x3x3 ﬁlter size at all
convolutional layers.
• Motion energy. Motion energy is the temporal information (TI) difference sequence [13], i.e., the difference of Y channel in the YCrCb color space. Whether
there exist frames dropped between the current frame
and the next frame is detected by thresholding the motion energy between the current frame and the next
frame.

dropped between the two consecutive frames is detected by thresholding the score calculated by the L2
distances based on the color histograms of these adjacent two frames.
• Optical ﬂow. We calculate the optical ﬂow [11,
1] from the adjacent two frames by Lucas-Kanade
method. Whether there exist frames dropped between
the the current frame and the next frame is detected
by thresholding the L2 distance between the average
moving direction between the previous frame and the
current frame, and the average moving direction between the current frame and the next frame.

Note that each above algorithm compares two consecutive frames and estimates whether there are missing frames
between them. We also develop 4 learning-based baseline
algorithms as follows:
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• SVM. We train a SVM model to predict whether there
are frames dropped between two adjacent frames. The
feature vector is the concatenation of the absolute difference of color histograms and the 2-dimensional absolute difference of the optical ﬂow directions. The
optical ﬂow dimensionality is much smaller than the
color histogram, and therefore we give it a higher
weight.
• Pairwise Siamese Network. We train a Siamese CNN
that determines if the two input frames are consecutive or if there is frame dropping between them. Each
CNN consists of two convolutional layers and three
fully connected layers. The loss used is contrastive
loss.
• Triplet Siamese Network. We extend the pairwise
Siamese network to use three consecutive frames. Unlike the Pairwise Siamese network, the Triplet Siamese
Network consisted of three the Alexnets [3] merging
their output with Euclidean loss between the previous
frame and the current frame, and with contrastive loss
between the current frame and the next frame.
• Alexnet-variant Network. The input frames are converted to grey-scale and put into the RGB channels.
To facilitate the comparison of the competing algorithms, we summarize the above descriptions in Table 1.

3.2. Proposed method
The baseline CNN algorithms we investigated lacked a
strong temporal feature suitable to capture the signature of
frame drops. These algorithms only used features from two
to three frames that were computed independently. C3D
network was originally designed for action recognition,
however, we found that spatio-temporal signature produced
by the 3D convolution is also very effective in capturing the
frame drop signatures.
The pipeline of our proposed method is as shown in Figure 2. As we can observe, there are three modiﬁcations from
the original C3D network. First, the C3D network takes
clips of 16 frames, therefore we check the center of the clip
(between frames 8 and 9) for frame drops to give equal context on both sides of the drop. This is done by formulating
our training data so that frame drops only occur in the center. Secondly, we have a binary output associated with “
frames dropped” and “no frames dropped” between the 8th and 9-th frames. Lastly, we further reﬁne the per-frame
network output scores into a conﬁdence score using peak
detection and temporal sclaing to further suppress the noisy
detections. With the reﬁned conﬁdence scores we are able
not only to identify whether the video has a frame drops, but
also to localize them by applying the network to the video
in a sliding window fashion.

3.2.1

Data preparation

To obtain the training data, we download 2,394 iPhone 4
videos from the World Dataset via the Medifor RankOne
Browser2 . We kept the videos such that all videos were of
length 1-3 minutes. We ended up with 314 videos, of which
we randomly selected 264 video for training, and adopted
the rest 50 videos for validation. We developed a tool that
randomly drops ﬁxed length frame sequences from videos.
It picks a random number of frame drops and random frame
offsets in the video for each removal. The frame drops do
not overlap, it forces 20 frames to be kept around each drop.
In our experiments we manipulate each video many different times to create more data. We vary the ﬁxed frame drop
length to see how it affects detection we used 0.5s, 1s, 2s,
5s, and 10s as ﬁve different frame drop durations.
We gather the videos with the above 5 drop durations
together to train a general C3D-based network for frame
drop detection.
3.2.2

Training

We use momentum μ = 0.9, γ = 0.0001 and set power
to be 0.075. We start training at a base learning rate of
α = 0.001 and the “inv” as the learning rate policy. We set
the batch-size to be 15 and use the 206000-th iteration as
the learned model for testing, which achieves about 98.2%
validation accuracy.
3.2.3

Testing

The proposed C3D-based network is able to identify the
temporal removal manipulation due to dropped frames in a
video and also localize one or more frame drops within the
video. We observe that some videos captured by moving
digital cameras may have multiple changes due to quickly
camera motion, zooming in/out, etc., which can be deceiving to the C3D-based network and can result in false frame
dropping detections. In order to reduce such false alarms
and increase the generalization ability of our proposed network, we propose an approach to reﬁne the raw network
output scores to a the conﬁdence scores using a peak detection and introduction of a scale term based on the output
score variation, i.e.,
1. We ﬁrst detect the peaks on the output score curve obtained from the proposed C3D-based network for per
video. Among all the peaks, we only pick the top 2%
peaks and ignore the rest of the peaks. Then we shift
the time window to check the number of peaks (denoted as np ) appearing in the time window with i − th
frame as the center (denoted as W (i)). If the number
2 The
URL
for
the
https://medifor.rankone.io.
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Medifor

RankOne

Browser

is

is more than one, i.e., other peaks in the neighborhood,
the output score f (i) will be penalized. The value will
be penalized more if there are a lot of high peaks detected. The intuition behind is that we want to reduce
the false alarms when there are multiple peaks occurring close just because the camera is moving or even
zooming in/out.
2. We also introduce a scale term Δ(i) deﬁned as the difference of the median score and the minimum score
within the time window W (i) to control the inﬂuence
of the camera motion.
Based on the above statement, we can obtain the conﬁdence score for the i−th frame as

f (i) − λΔ(i) when np < 2
(1)
fconf (i) =
f (i)
otherwise
np − λΔ(i)
where
Δ(i) = median f (k) − min f (k)
k∈W (i)

k∈W (i)

4.1. Experiments on the YFCC100m dataset
We download 53 videos tagged with iPhone from Yahoo Flickr Creative Commons 100 Million (YFCC100m)
dataset and manually veriﬁed that they are single shot
videos. To create ground truth we used our automatic randomized frame dropping tool to generate the manipulated
videos. For each video we generated manipulated videos
with frame drops of 0.5, 1, 2, 5, or 10 seconds intervals at
random locations. For each video and for each drop duration, we randomly generate 10 manipulated videos. In this
way we collect 53 × 5 × 10 = 2650 manipulated videos as
testing dataset.
4.1.1

(2)

w
w
(3)
W (i) = {i − , . . . , i + }.
2
2
Note that λ in Equation 1 is a parameter to control how
much the scale term affects the conﬁdence score, and w in
Equation 3 indicates the width of the time window.
For testing per-frame, say i−th frame, we ﬁrst form a
16-frame video clip and set the i−th frame to be the 8−th
frame in the video clip, and then we can get the output
score fconf (i). If fconf (i) > T hreshold, then we predict there are dropped frames between the i−th frame and
the (i + 1)−th frame. For testing on per video, we take it
as a binary classiﬁcation and conﬁdence measure per video.
To make it simple, we use a simple conﬁdence measure,
i.e., max fconf (i) across all frames. If max fconf (i) >
i

To demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed approach, we ran experiments on the YFCC100m dataset3
and the Nimble Challenge 2017 (Development 2 Beta 1)
dataset4 .

i

T hreshold, then there are temporal removal within in the
video. Otherwise, the video is predicted without any temporal removal. The results reported in this paper are without
any T hreshold as we are reporting the ROC curves.

4. Experiments
We conducted the experiments on a Linux machine with
Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E5-2687 0 @ 3.10GHz, 32 GB system memory and Graphical card NVIDIA GTX 1080 (Pascal). We report our results as the ROC curves based on
the output score fconf (i) and accuracy as metrics. We
present ROC curves with with false positive rate as well as
false alarm rate per minute to provide a to demonstrate the
level of usefulfness for a user that might have to adjudicate
each detection reported by the algorithm. We present ROC
curves for both per-frame analysis where the ground truth
data is available and per-video analysis otherwise.

Performance Comparison

For each drop duration, we run all the competing algorithms
in Table 1 on the 530 videos with the parameter setting w =
16, λ = 0.22. The experimental results are summarized in
the ROC curves for all these ﬁve different drop durations in
Figure 3.
One can note that: (1) the traditional SVM outperforms
the three simple cue-based algorithms; (2) the four convolution neural networks algorithms perform much better
than the traditional SVM and all the cue-based algorithms;
(3) among all the CNN-based networks, both the TripletSiamese network and the Alexnet-variant network perform
similar, and better than the Pairwise Siamese network; and
(4) our proposed C3D-based network performs the best.
This fact to explain such observations is that our proposed
C3D-based method is able to take advantages of the temporal and spatial correlations, while the other CNN-based
networks only explore the spatial information in the individual frames.
To better understand our proposed C3D-based network,
we provide more experimental details in Table 2. Obviously, with the drop duration increase, both the number
of positive and negative testing instances decrease, and the
positive accuracy keeps increasing. As one might expect,
the shorter frame drop duration, the more difﬁcult it is to
detect.
We also merge the results of the C3D-based network
with ﬁve different drop durations in Figure 3 together to
plot a uniﬁed ROC curve. For comparison, we also plot
another ROC curve that uses the output scores to detect
whether there exist frame drops within a testing video. As
3 YFCC100m

dataset: http://www.yfcc100m.org.
Challenge
2017
dataset:
https://www.nist.gov/itl/iad/mig/nimble-challenge-2017-evaluation.
4 Nimble
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Figure 3: Performance comparison on the YFCC100m dataset against seven baseline approaches, using per-frame ROCs for
ﬁve different drop durations (a-e), and (f) is frame-level ROC for all the ﬁve drop durations that are shown separately in (a-e).
Duration
0.5s
1s
2s
5s
10s

#pos : #neg
2816:416633
2333:390019
1991:342845
1225:282355
770:239210

Accpos
98.40
99.49
99.57
99.70
100.00

Accneg
98.15
98.18
98.11
98.17
98.12

Acc
98.16
98.18
98.12
98.18
98.13

AUC, using the conﬁdence score deﬁned in Equation 1 can
still improve the AUC from 0.9983854 to 0.9992465. This
strongly demonstrates the effectiveness of our conﬁdence
score deﬁned with such a peak detection trick and a scale
term.

Table 2: The detailed results of our proposed C3D-based
network. #pos and #neg are the number instances for the
positive and the negative testing 16-frame video clips, respectively. The Accpos and Accneg are the corresponding
accuracy. Acc is the total accuracy. All the accuracies use
the unit % and use zero as the threshold value.

4.1.2

Visualization

We visualize both success cases and failure cases in our proposed C3D-based network, as shown in Figure 4. Looking
at the successful cases in Figure 4a, “frame drops” is identiﬁed correctly in the 16-frame video clip because a man
stands at one side in the 8−th frame and move to another
side suddenly in the 9−th frame, and the video clip in Figure 4b is predicted as “no frame drops” correctly since a
child follows his father in all 16 frames and the 8-th frame
and the 9-th frame are consistent with each other.

we can see in Figure 3f, using output score from the C3Dbased network straightly, we still can achieve a very good
performance to 0.9983854 AUC. This observation can be
explained by the fact that the raw phone videos from the
YFCC100m dataset have less quick motion, no zooming
in/out occurring, and even no any video manipulations.
Also, the manipulated videos are generated in the same
way as the generation of training manipulated videos with
the same ﬁve drop durations. Since there are no overlaps
on the video contents between training videos and testing
videos, such a good performance strongly demonstrates the
power and the generalization ability of our trained network.
Although using output score directly achieves a very good

Regarding the failures cases, as shown in Figure 4c(c),
there is no frame drop but it is still identiﬁed as “frame
drop” between the 8−th frame and the 9−th frame due to
the camera shakes during the video capture of such a street
scene. Also, “frame drop” in the top clip cannot be detected
correctly between the 8−th frame and the 9−th frame in
the video clip shown in Figure 4c(d), since the scene inside
the bus has almost no visible changes between these two
frames.
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(a) A true positive video clip.

(b) A true negative video clip.

(c) A false positive video clip.

(d) A false negative video clip.

Figure 4: The visualization of two successful examples (one true positive and the other one is true negative) and two failure
examples (one false positive and the other one is false negative) from YFCC100m dataset. The red dashed line indicates the
location between the 8-th frame and the 9-th frame where we test for a frame drop. The red arrows point to the frame on the
conﬁdence socre plots.

Note that our training stage are carried out off-line Here
we only offer the runtime for testing stage under our experimental environment. For each testing video clip with
16-frame length, it takes about 2 seconds. For one-minute
short video with 30 FPS, it requires about 50 minutes to
complete the testing throughout all the frame sequence

work and the conﬁdence score each of the 6 videos labeled
with “TemporalRemove” in Figure 7. It is clear that the
video named “d3c6bf5f224070f1df74a63c232e360b.mp4”
has a lowest conﬁdence score smaller than zero.
100

Correct Detection Rate (%)

4.1.3 Runtime

4.2. Experiments on the Nimble Challenge 2017
dataset
In order to check whether our proposed C3D-based network is able to identify a testing video with unknown arbitrary drop duration, we continue to conduct experiments
on the Nimble Challenge 2017 dataset especially NC2017Dev2Beta1 version, in which there are 209 probe videos
with various video manipulations. Among these videos,
there are 6 videos manipulated with “TemporalRemove”,
which is regarded as “frame dropping” identically. Therefore, we run our proposed C3D-based network as a binary
classiﬁer to classify all these 209 videos into two groups,
i.e., “frame dropping” and “no frame dropping”, at video
level. In this experiment, the parameters are set as w = 500,
λ = 1.25.
We ﬁrstly plot the output scores from the C3D-based net-
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Figure 5: The ROC curve of our proposed C3D-based network on the Nimble Challenge 2017 dataset.
To explain such a case, we further check the content of
the video, as shown in Figure 6. As we can observe, this
video is even really hard for us to identify it as “TemporalRemoval” since it taken by a static camera and only the
lady’s mouth and head are taking very slight changes across
the whole video from the beginning to the end. As we
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Figure 6: The entire frame sequence of the 34-second video “d3c6bf5f224070f1df74a63c232e360b.mp4”, which has 1047
frames and was captured by a static camera. We observe that only the lady’s mouth and head are taking very slight change
across the video from the beginning to the end.

Figure 7: The illustration of output scores from the C3D-based network and their conﬁdence scores for six videos labeled
with “TemporalRemove” from the Nimble Challenge 2017 dataset. The blue curve is the output score, the red “+” marks the
detected peaks, and the red conﬁdence score is used to determine whether the video can be predicted as a video with “frame
drops”.
trained purely on iPhone videos, our training network was
biased toward videos with camera motion. With a larger
dataset of static camera videos we can train different networks for static and dynamic cameras to address this problem.
We plot the ROC curve in Figure 5. As we can see,
the AUC of the C3D-based network with conﬁdence scores
is high to 0.96, while the AUC of the C3D-based network
with the output scores directly is only 0.86. The fact to explain such a signiﬁcant improvement is that there are testing
videos with camera quick moving, zooming in and out, as
well as other types of video manipulations, and our conﬁdence scores deﬁned with the peak detection trick and the
scale term to penalize multiple peaks occurring too close
and large scales is able to signiﬁcantly reduces the false
alarms. Obviously, such a signiﬁcant improvement by 0.11
AUC strongly demonstrates the effectiveness of our pro-

posed method.

5. Conclusion
We present a C3D-based network with conﬁdence score
deﬁned with a peak detection trick and a scale term for
frame dropping detection. Our proposed method ﬂexibly
explore the underlying spatio-temporal relationship across
the one-shot videos. Experimentally it is able not only to
identify manipulation of temporal removal type robustly,
but also to detect the exact location where the frame dropping occurred.
Our future work includes revising frame dropping strategy to be more realistic for training video collection, evaluating a Long Short-term Memory (LSTM) based network
for quicker run time, and working on other types of video
manipulation detection such as addressing shot boundaries
and duplication in looping cases.
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